EXAMPLE DOOR INSTALLATION
FOR REFERENCE ONLY
NO BOTTOM CONNECTING BAR OPTION

HIGH VOLTAGE CABLE
AIR DOOR ASSEMBLY
FOOTER
CROSS-SECTION

PLACE BETWEEN ROOF BOLTS
SEE ANCHOR PLATE DETAIL

ONE #8 BOLT ON 18" CENTERS IS
REQUIRED ACROSS THE TOP

NOTE: #8 BOLTS ARE TO BE SET AT
ANGLE TO FRAME POST. SHOT-CRETE
TO 1" FROM OUTSIDE OF BAR.

ONE #8 BOLT ON 18" CENTERS
REQUIRED ACROSS THE TOP

4'-6"

ONE #5 REBAR MINIMUM
ADJUST NUMBER TO
CLEAR SPACE
6" ON CENTER MAXIMUM

8" MINIMUM

PIPE AND CABLE BLANKS
SIZE AND QUANTITY HERE

FRONT VIEW

AIR DOOR CONSTRUCTION - Roof and Rib Anchor Details